We study strategic communication between a customer and an advisor who is privately informed about the best suitable choice for the customer, but whose preferences are misaligned with the customer's preferences. The advisor sends a message to the customer who, in turn, can secure herself from bad advice by acquiring costly information on her own. We find that making the customer's information acquisition less costly, e.g., through consumer protection regulation or digital information aggregation and dissemination, leads to less prosocial behavior of the advisor. This can be explained by a model of shared guilt, which predicts a shift in causal attribution of guilt from the advisor to the customer if the latter could have avoided her ex post disappointment.
Introduction
Informational transparency is often viewed as a fundamental prerequisite for efficient trading and a smooth functioning of markets and institutions (Akerlof 1970 , Stiglitz and Weiss 1981 , Kaufmann and Bellver 2005 . For instance, much effort in consumer protection regulation has been put into making it easier for consumers to directly assess and compare the various products and options that are available to them, rather than having to rely on the advice of sellers or brokers who often have conflicting preferences. Examples of this approach abound and include the standardization of product information, the presentation of information in transparent language, or the use of labels (Golan et al. 2001, Kozup and Hogarth 2008) .
Similarly, recent advances in computer technology have helped to substantially reduce consumers' uncertainty about product quality, sellers' trustworthiness and competitors' price offers in digital markets and e-commerce (Bakos 1997 , Goldmanis et al. 2010 , Bolton et al. 2013 . Such regulation and digitalization of economic interaction are supposed to help customers make better decisions.
In this paper, however, we show that, if social preferences come into the picture, informational transparency might backfire. To the extent it is made easier for customers to protect themselves against bad decisions, professional advisors may feel less socially responsible to help out. We provide controlled laboratory evidence that a policy that facilitates information transparency may crowd out social responsibility of advisors, and propose a model that describes the underlying behavioral mechanism. 2 In particular, we consider a communication game where an uninformed customer can refer to an informed advisor before taking the product choice. If the customer refers to the advisor, the latter has strict monetary incentives to lie to the customer. At the same time, the customer has an option to acquire information on her own at a fixed cost. We find that the immediate benefits from easing access to product information, by lowering the costs to customers of getting fully informed by themselves, may be overcompensated. The reason is that when customers face lower costs of obtaining information but still rely on the advisor, they are more 2 This countervailing effect of an informational transparency policy is difficult to identify in a naturally occurring field setting. The only exception we are aware of is Ahmad et al. (2006) , who show that physicians may become less helpful to a patient once they learn that he or she is using the Internet to access health information from different sources. While we focus on cases where customers can make good use of an informational transparency policy, such policy has also been criticized in instances where consumers are expected to make little use of this additional information, e.g., due to information overload (Lacko and Pappalardo 2007) . Other contributions focus on greater disclosure of conflicts of interest, arising for instance from commissions, and on how this affects firms' strategic behavior (e.g., Inderst and Ottaviani 2012 , Anagol and Kim 2012 , Duarte and Hastings 2012 3 likely to receive unsuitable advice than when obtaining outside information involves larger costs. That is, if customers forgo the opportunity to inform themselves at relatively low costs, advisors are less willing to act in the consumers' interest, and rather lie, even though they rightly anticipate that consumers who self-select into seeking advice put more trust in them.
On a conceptual level, we show that the observation can be accommodated by a natural extension of the concept of guilt in psychological game theory. Psychological game theory (Geanakoplos et al. 1989, Battigalli and Dufwenberg 2009) postulates that individual preferences accommodate not only monetary payoffs, but also beliefs (including the beliefs about others' beliefs, and so on). This way, it can capture that behavior depends on foregone outside options. However, applying the canonical model of guilt aversion Dufwenberg 2007, 2009 ) to our context would suggest that a better foregone outside option of the customer would unambiguously lead to less lying -the opposite of our finding. The reason is that the customer's choice to forego this option reveals her higher expectation of the advisor's trustworthiness, who in turn would be less inclined to lie because this would yield a stronger customer's disappointment and thus generate more guilt according to the model. We extend this model to allow for a shift of causal attribution of guilt from the advisor to the customer if the latter could have avoided the loss. The underlying idea is that guilt is shared by the players according to the extent each player can be blamed for the outcome. We show how shared guilt allows for a negative relation between the customer's cost to choose the (foregone) outside option and the advisor's tendency to lie. There are two conflicting forces at work when information could have been obtained at a smaller cost, yet the customer nevertheless relies on the advisor: (i) more revealed trust in the advisor and thus more guilt from lying, and (ii) a shift of the attribution of guilt to the customer. Our experimental setting allows us to disentangle these two conflicting forces. In a second experiment, we can also rule out other signaling and self-selection effects. The results from both of our experiments are in line with our model of shared guilt.
Our hypothesis is related to what Charness and Rabin (2002) called the "complicity effect", which posits that the mere fact that a trustor is an active player might diffuse the trustee's responsibility for the final outcome. Indeed, in their experiment they observed no evidence that a trusting choice of the trustor leads to more prosocial behavior of the trustee.
3 These results are consistent with our findings and model, yet an important difference of our approach is that we observe the effect of responsibility diffusion by varying only the outside option of the 4 customer (i.e., the trustor) while keeping her actual choice (to trust) fixed, thus controlling for an important element of positive reciprocity.
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More generally, we relate to earlier results of Charness (2000) who asserted and experimentally showed that individuals behave more prosocially in situations where they have full responsibility for the outcome, and correspondingly less so if this responsibility can be shared with another party. 5 This effect was further confirmed in studies of strategic delegation which showed that responsibility can be diffused among several players (jointly) causing a harm to another player through delegation of decisions (Fershtman and Gneezy 2001 , Hamman et al. 2010 , Coffman 2011 , Bartling and Fischbacher 2012 , Oexl and Grossman 2013 . 6 Unlike the approaches taken in this literature, we involve the negatively affected player into the sharing of responsibility.
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Our model and experiments reconcile seemingly inconsistent results in the experimental literature on belief-dependent preferences. On the one hand, various studies (e.g., Charness and Dufwenberg 2006 , Reuben et al. 2009 , Khalmetski 2016 showed that higher second-order beliefs all else equal lead to more trustworthiness. This is consistent with both the standard model of guilt aversion and our model of shared guilt, as well as with our experimental results.
On the other hand, multiple experiments observed that more trusting behavior, i.e., behavior signaling higher expectations, does not lead to more trustworthiness (Dufwenberg and Gneezy 2000 , Servátka & Vadovič 2009 , Cox et al. 2010 , Beck et al. 2013 , Woods and Servátka 2016 . This is inconsistent with what is suggested by the standard model of guilt aversion, yet consistent with our extended model and also our experimental results.
Our work also contributes to the experimental literature on the determinants of subjects' tendency to lie, starting with Gneezy (2005) . One of the key findings in this literature is that lying is not only affected by the monetary consequences for the liar, but also by those for the 4 The experiment of Dufwenberg and Gneezy (2000) was also based on varying the outside option of a trustor in a variant of the trust game (the Lost Wallet Game). At the same time, the payoff structure in their experiment implied that the trusting choice of the trustor was explicitly kind to the trustee (as otherwise he got 0 payoff). This allowed for a larger scope for positive reciprocity than in our experiment, where the payoff structure was adjusted to disentangle the effect of shared guilt. 5 Charness (2000) termed this as "the responsibility-alleviation effect". Charness et al. (2012) further showed that subjects might even strategically delegate the full responsibility over outcome to another party in order to trigger a prosocial response (i.e., by strategically reducing the alleviation of responsibility). 6 Garofalo and Rott (forthcoming) showed that decision makers may sometimes attempt to shift blame by the delegation of communicating an unfair allocation (unlike delegation of the decision rights as in the aforementioned literature). Interestingly, such attempts are generally not successful as they do not lead to less punishment of the decision maker from the negatively affected players, and can even backfire. 7 Bartling and Fischbacher (2012) also propose a model of diffusion of responsibility between active players whose decisions affect another party based on a belief-based measure of anticipated responsibility, which bears similarities to the way we model shared guilt preferences. Yet, Bartling and Fischbacher (2012) do not consider a dependence of responsibility attribution on second-order beliefs, which is at the core of our model.
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receiver of the message (Gneezy 2005, Erat and Gneezy 2012 Section 2 presents our theoretical setting. Section 3 describes the baseline Experiment 1.
Section 4 provides the results of a robustness check, Experiment 2, and Section 5 concludes.
Modeling shared guilt

Monetary payoffs in the Sharing Guilt Game
Suppose there are two players, an advisor (he) and a customer (she), playing the Sharing Guilt Game shown in Fig. 1 does not follow him in this case, she gets 1 with a small probability , and 0 with the remaining probability. One interpretation is that in this case the customer relies on her own limited knowledge in taking some final decision, or she just makes some random decision and hopes for good luck, so expected payoffs are small. The advisor earns a high monetary payoff > if and only if the customer gets 0. With these monetary payoffs and sufficiently small , in subgame perfect equilibrium, the customer plays Out. 8 Another backfiring mechanism through less suitable advice has been recognized by Cain et al. (2005 Cain et al. ( , 2011 ), yet in a very different context: They show that disclosing a conflict of interest between advisor and advisee can induce less trustworthy behavior of advisors. 9 Indeed, the customer can earn sufficiently high payoff after In only if she subsequently plays Follow with a nonnegligible probability. However, then the advisor will always lie which leads to zero payoff of the customer.
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The game reflects situations in which players have opposing interests, and thus trust and trustworthiness cannot occur in equilibrium when all that matters is monetary payoffs. One application is professional (e.g., financial, retail or medical) advice about the most suitable option for a customer. The advisor can either recommend the right option, or mislead the customer with some monetary benefit, such as commissions from product providers, when the customer follows bad advice. 10 At the same time, the customer can choose an outside option that yields the same payoff as the informed decision yet without referring to the advisor.
However, the outside option only comes at positive cost . This can be interpreted as a costly effort to learn to become informed herself.
Hence, for sufficiently small the customer's expected payoff from In in equilibrium is always smaller than the outside option . 10 An advisor's concern for customers may also derive from liability and threat of prosecution. Still, in many instances unsuitable advice may not be easily detectable and the likelihood of prosecution may remain sufficiently low to act as a sufficient deterrence. It is precisely in these situations where there is the danger that policies could have unwanted consequences by "crowding out" advisors' guilt. 
Psychological payoffs and predictions
We now allow that the advisor is not exclusively motivated by monetary payoffs, but may also be driven by social concerns. Then, if the customer is assumed to be a risk-neutral payoff maximizer, she prefers the strategy (In, Follow) over the outside option if 
Simple guilt
Considering a trust game similar to our Sharing Guilt Game, Battigalli and Dufwenberg (2009) showed that the trustworthiness of the trustee may depend on the (foregone) outside option of the trustor provided that the trustee is guilt averse, i.e., bears psychological costs from disappointing the trustor's ex ante payoff expectations. This suggests that something similar can be expected in our context. According to the general model of guilt aversion (Battigalli and Dufwenberg 2007) , the psychological cost inflicted on the customer in our game is given by the degree to which her ex ante expectations are let down:
where and are the strategies of the customer and the advisor, respectively, 0 is the customer's ex ante payoff expectation, and is the realized monetary payoff of the customer.
The advisor's guilt is then determined as the share of which could be avoided by the advisor (i.e., which can be attributed to the advisor's choice):
Finally, the advisor's utility is
where is the advisor's individual sensitivity to guilt.
Conditional on In, the advisor can fully avoid letting down the customer by playing Truth so that miñ ( ,̃) = 0. If the advisor chooses Lie conditional on In, his guilt is
Denote now by the advisor's second-order belief about conditional on observing In. The advisor's expected utility from choosing Lie after In is then
Thus, the advisor prefers to lie if and only if
If = 0, condition (7) always holds so that the advisor prefers lying for any . If > 0, then by (7) the advisor prefers lying if and only if
Thus, for given > 0, the advisor's optimal strategy can be characterized by the indifferent cutoff type * such that only those types, whose individual guilt sensitivity exceeds the cutoff, tell the truth.
Consider finally the effect of the outside option on the rate of lying. Since we assume incomplete information about the customer's prior beliefs, the advisor's second-order belief can be updated depending on the customer's choice. Conditional on observing In, the advisor's conditional second-order belief about the customer's trust is
where the last equality follows from optimality of the customer's choice in (1). Thus, is increasing in (and strictly so if beliefs are sufficiently dispersed): A better foregone outside option of the customer signals her higher expectation of the truth-telling rate. Consequently, given (8), the cut-off level * and hence the rate of lying become smaller as increases: Higher revealed trust leads to more trustworthiness of a guilt-averse advisor. This is summarized in the following prediction. 
Shared guilt
Shared guilt introduces a new perspective on the attribution of blame and guilt. If trust gets disappointed, both the advisor's and the customer's actions in our Sharing Guilt Game can be considered as causes for the ultimate disappointment of the customer's initial expectations (following the idea that cause is understood as a necessary condition for an outcome to emerge; Lewis 1973) . Hence, it is natural to assume that the responsibility for the outcome (in our case, the customer's disappointment) is split between the two causing players.
This hypothesis finds support in psychology research showing that the (feeling of) selfblame depends on how much a person perceives that she could have avoided a negative outcome had she acted differently (Miller and Turnbull 1990 , Davis et al. 1996 , Mandel 2003 .
In fact, according to these studies (notably, Davis et al. 1996 and Mandel 2003) , increased selfblame, as a result of higher perceived avoidability of the outcome, leads to lower attribution of responsibility to another party (whose actions also contributed to the outcome), and thus to less blaming of this party. Hence, if the latter would anticipate this (as is asserted in our further analysis with respect to the advisor), he or she would suffer less psychological costs related to being blamed, i.e., his or her personal guilt for the outcome might get diffused.
In this section, we introduce a model of shared guilt which captures the idea that the attribution of guilt for disappointing trust is shared between players whose choices eventually contributed to this disappointment (including the disappointed player herself). Formally, the psychological cost of the customer from being let down, ( , ), is a function of both the advisor's and the customer's strategy. Hence, in the same way the advisor is treated in (3), we can derive the part of the customer's disappointment which can be attributed to her own behavior, i.e., which could have been avoided had she deviated from her initial plans:
We refer to this as "self-blame" of the customer. If the customer chooses In in equilibrium (so that ≥ ) and the advisor responds with Lie, we obtain, substituting for :
10 Thus, the customer becomes more responsible for her low outcome the less costly the outside option to trusting the advisor.
The remaining part of (i.e., net of self-blame) is then attributed to the advisor, which is referred to as the advisor's "shared guilt":
Thus, the advisor essentially takes responsibility only for the part of the customer's disappointment that the customer could not have avoided herself (by choosing the outside option). 12 With this modification, the utility of the advisor is, as in the case of simple guilt (equation (4)),
where ̂ is the sensitivity parameter with shared guilt.
If the customer prefers to play In (so that ≥ ) and the advisor responds with Lie, the advisor's shared guilt is
The expected advisor's utility in this case is (given that > by (9))
so that the advisor prefers lying over truth-telling if and only if
which is equivalent to
Importantly, in contrast to the cutoff obtained with simple guilt (see (8)), ̂ * depends on for given : (17) implies that, ceteris paribus, a higher increases the rate of lying. Once the 11 If the game involved additional players or chance moves, a more general model would add another layer of responsibility by also subtracting from ̂( ) the part of the customer's disappointment which neither the customer nor the advisor could avoid. 12 As a more general case, suppose that the advisor just assigns a lower weight to guilt corresponding to the customer's self-blame rather than zero weight as in the benchmark case. This model specification is considered in more detail in Appendix A. The qualitative theoretical predictions of the model are robust to this generalization.
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customer foregoes a better outside option and still refers to the advisor, this eventually alleviates the latter's (shared) guilt from lying. At the same time, the cutoff still decreases with as in the case of simple guilt, which in turn should be positively updated with by (9).
Thus, the effect of on the rate of lying ̂ * can be decomposed into two effects, where the first one is positive (guilt sharing) and the second one is negative (second-order belief induction):
If the strength of the belief induction effect is sufficiently small ( < 1), then the effect of guilt sharing dominates: A better outside option foregone by the customer leads to a higher conditional rate of lying. Both, simple and shared guilt predict a negative relationship between lying and the advisor's second-order belief. Yet, unlike simple guilt, shared guilt allows for a positive relationship between the value of the foregone outside option and the likelihood of lying. In the next sections, we present results from a test of these predictions in laboratory experiments.
Experiment 1: How does the outside option matter for trustworthiness?
In this section, we study how the advisors respond to the customers who forego outside options with different values. The next section presents a robustness check.
Experimental design
The experimental game again involved two players (the advisor and the customer) and consisted of the following stages:
(1) The computer randomly chose a natural number from 1 to 100 with each number being equally likely. The advisor got privately informed about the actual number.
(2) The customer decided whether to directly purchase the information about the actual number at cost c (Out) or to refer to the advisor instead (In). In case of purchase, the customer paid the cost, observed the actual number, and the game proceeded to stage 4.
(3) If the customer decided to refer to the advisor, the advisor had to send a message to the customer about the actual number (of the form 'The number is m', where m is a natural number between 1 and 100).
(4) The customer made a guess about the actual number, and the payoffs were realized.
The final payoffs depended on whether the customer's guess was correct, i.e., matched the computer number (see Fig. 2 ). The choice and payoff structure is equivalent to the Sharing Guilt Game depicted in Fig. 1 with = 1/99 (the probability to guess correctly after not following a false advisor's message) and = 14 − (with other payoffs being accordingly rescaled). 14 The cost of information c varied between 2, 4, 6 and 8, and was deducted from the customer's payoff in case of Out.
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14 Because the advisor's action space in the experimental game is not binary as in our Sharing Guilt Game, lying strategies of the advisor in the experimental game may theoretically subsume partially informative strategies, such as sending a truthful number with an added noise term. However, we do not find evidence that subjects were able to coordinate on equilibria with such partially informative communication. In particular, no customer was ever able to guess correctly after receiving a false number. That is, interpreting the advisor's strategy Lie in the Sharing Guilt Game to be equivalent to lying in the experimental game is a reasonable approximation, and it is the one we are going to pursue here. 15 In case of an incorrect guess after purchasing the information (which was never the case in the actual experiment), the customer's payoff was set at 0 if the cost of information exceeded 4 (see Fig. 2 ). The game was played for 25 rounds with random rematching of subjects. NCT was played in randomly chosen 3 out of 25 rounds while CT in the remaining 22 rounds (to ensure enough observations where the customer does not buy information in each treatment). The cost of information was chosen randomly each round, with higher frequency for smaller levels in order to (partially) counteract the decline of observations conditional on In at lower levels of c. 16 The price of information was made public knowledge between the players at the beginning of a round. At the end of a round, each player observed his/her payoff, while the customer was also shown the actual number chosen by the computer. At the end of the experiment, one round was randomly chosen for payment.
Advisor Customer in case of In
Customer in case of
To control for subjects' first-and second-order beliefs, customers were asked about the expected rate of truth-telling in the current round (among advisors who must make the corresponding decision), and advisors were asked to estimate the answer to this question of their currently matched customer. Beliefs were elicited after the players made their decisions, but before they could observe their round payoffs (in particular, after the advisor observed the customer's choice between In and Out). Beliefs were measured in percentage points. They were incentivized in that subjects were paid additional 4 Euros at the end of the experiment if the corresponding round was chosen for payment and if the actual value (i.e., the actual rate of truth-telling for customers and the matched customer's belief for advisors, respectively) did not differ from their guess by more than 5 percentage points. Players did not receive information whether their beliefs earned an additional payment until the end of the experiment.
The experiment was conducted in the Cologne Laboratory for Economic Research with 236 participants split into 8 sessions. Subjects were recruited with ORSEE (Greiner 2015) , and the experiment was computerized with z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007 
Hypotheses
Simple guilt predicts that as the foregone outside option of the customer gets better, the advisor becomes more trustworthy. This is our Hypothesis 1. Shared guilt is consistent with this hypothesis, but additionally predicts that the customer's choice to forego a more attractive outside option leads to a shift in responsibility for her ex post disappointment towards herself.
That is, shared guilt can also result in more lying, which constitutes our competing Hypothesis 2.
We note that intention-based reciprocity models (such as Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004) can be consistent with our Hypothesis 2. The idea is that a higher customer's expectation of truth-telling signaled by foregoing a better outside option leads to a lower estimation of her kind intentions (associated with In) by the advisor, and hence to a higher rate of lying. This is why we added NCT to our experiment. The reciprocity models would predict that the rate of lying should be the highest in NCT, because -unlike in CT -there is no scope for positive reciprocity in NCT. Shared guilt predicts the opposite effect: there is no scope for guilt sharing in NCT as the customer takes no choice, so that the advisor's rate of lying should be the lowest in this treatment (conditional on given second-order beliefs). This way, NCT can separate potential explanations based on reciprocity from our shared guilt hypothesis.
Other models that we are aware of, such as outcome-based models, are invariant to changes in c. The same applies to models that assume that truth-telling is driven by a fixed cost of lying, such as in Kartik (2009) . Similarly, c plays no role in CT according to action-based reciprocity models (such as Cox et al. 2008 , as opposed to intention-based models) once the customer's choice is locked in. No effect of c on advisor behavior is our null hypothesis.
Results
Fig . 3 shows that the lying rate in CT decreases as the foregone outside option of the customer gets worse, eventually converging to the lying rate in NCT. 18 This is inconsistent with Hypothesis 1, but in line with Hypothesis 2. It suggests that the effect of guilt sharing 17 After the experiment, the participants had to complete a questionnaire eliciting their age, gender, psychological measures of trust and self-assessment of understanding of the experimental instructions. Control questions aiding basic understanding of the instructions were also asked prior to the experiment. 18 When reporting average lying rates, the data are first aggregated at the session (matching group) level.
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resulting from the customer foregoing a better outside option overcompensates the positive effect on prosocial behavior arising from signaling trust.
Regression analyses strongly confirm the overall picture. Table 1 presents the results of the (random-effects) probit model estimating the determinants of the lying rate. Column 1 shows the basic specification with the exogenous experimental parameters as independent variables.
The coefficient on the cost of information is negative and highly significant, thus supporting the evidence for guilt sharing.
Moreover, the highly significant positive coefficient on the dummy variable for CT supports our hypothesis that the effect is explained by shared guilt rather than reciprocity.
Indeed, reciprocity predicts that the advisor considers the customer's choice of In as kind, so that the rate of lying in NCT (where no such choice is possible) would be higher than at any value of c in CT. This would then yield a negative coefficient on the dummy variable for CT.
Our data rejects this alternative hypothesis.
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Next, observe that the advisor's optimal choice in the model of simple guilt (as described in (8)), predicts no effect of the outside option once second-order beliefs are controlled for.
That is, the total effect of the outside option should then be completely captured by the coefficient on second-order beliefs. In contrast, the model of shared guilt predicts a direct positive effect of on the rate of lying for a given level of the second-order belief (see (17)).
The regression analysis supports shared guilt: The specification in column (2) adds advisors' 19 The coefficient on the dummy variable for CT estimates the effect on the lying rate resulting from a switch from NCT to a hypothetical counterfactual case of CT with = 0, as was set to 0 for the observations in the (baseline) treatment NCT. conditional second-order beliefs to the analysis, which were elicited after the advisor observed the customer's choice between In and Out in the current round ( in our model). The effect of these beliefs on the rate of lying is shown to be significantly negative in line with both simple and shared guilt. Yet, at the same time, the effect of the cost of information remains highly negatively significant, as predicted by our model of shared guilt (while being inconsistent with simple guilt).
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We conclude that the total effect of the outside option = 14 − on the lying rate comprises two effects, as was predicted by (18): the direct effect of guilt sharing and the indirect effect of belief induction, reflected by the corresponding coefficients on and secondorder beliefs, respectively, in column 2 in Table 1 . As predicted, due to the negative correlation between and second-order beliefs, these effects countervail each other. It turns out that, in our data, the effect of guilt sharing is stronger than the opposing effect since the total effect of the cost of information on the rate of lying is negative (column 1 in Table 1 ).
We mention that customer behavior is also in line with our model. Table 2 presents the customer's rate of choosing In and the corresponding first-and second-order beliefs. Consistent with (1), the rate of In is increasing as the cost of choosing the outside option increases. Also 20 The regression also shows that there are more lies as advisors become more experienced (the Round effect is positive). This complies with the results of Gneezy et al. (2013) , who suggest that the phenomenon can be linked to the depletion of self-control. Standard errors (clustered at the matching group level) in parentheses. * denotes significance at the 10% level, *** denotes significance at the 1% level.
in line with (1), customers who chose In at lower values of c are characterized by higher beliefs about the rate of advisors' truth-telling. This is reflected by advisors' second-order beliefs, which tend to follow a similar pattern, though the trend is less pronounced. After getting the message from the advisor, customers set their guess equal to the message in more than 95% of the cases at each level of c in CT and in more than 90% of the cases in NCT.
Experiment 2: Can self-selection explain our finding?
The main result of Experiment 1 is that in spite of the fact that the customer gets more trusting conditional on foregoing a better outside option, advisors become more likely to lie.
Shared guilt suggests that this occurs due to a shift in the attribution of responsibility. One might argue, however, that the effect could be confounded by signaling/self-selection effects induced by the customer's choice of In conditional on a given outside option. For instance, asking the advisor for advice even when there would have been a cheap alternative to get informed might signal specific individual characteristics of a given customer, e.g., her low risk or loss aversion, which in turn could affect advisors' behavior towards this customer, and probably even so in the same direction as shared guilt. Because this cannot be excluded ex ante, we conducted Experiment 2, which allows to disentangle any potential selection/signaling effects of the customer's choice from the effect of a responsibility shift predicted by shared guilt.
Experimental design
The experimental game is the same as before, and is played repeatedly for 26 rounds with random rematching of players. Also as before, we had rounds with no customer's option to buy information, and rounds that included such an option, with the same possible values of c. Yet, this time the treatments were played in a new, specific order. A round with no option to buy information always alternated with a round with such an option. At the beginning of each round with no option to buy information the advisor was informed about the choice of the currently matched customer in the previous round (while being reminded about the cost of information in that round). This is why we denote the rounds with no option to buy information as Previous
Choice Treatment (PCT). The rounds with an option to buy information are denoted as Current
Choice Treatment (CCT). CCT in Experiment 2 is equivalent to CT in Experiment 1 in terms of both (material) game and information structure, thus serving as a control treatment.
In each session, there were 13 rounds in CCT and 13 rounds in PCT. No subject played with the same partner in two consecutive rounds, which was made public knowledge. This ensured that the customer's choice in the previous round may affect the current advisor's behavior only via signaling of information about preferences/beliefs of the customer. The experiment was conducted in the Cologne Laboratory for Economic Research with 136 participants, split into 5 sessions. In each session subjects were divided into 2 independent matching groups. A copy of translated instructions can be found in Appendix B.
Hypotheses
As in CT, guilt sharing predicts an increase in the lying rate with the customer's (foregone) outside option in CCT. On the other side, PCT leaves no scope for self-blame of the customer (in the sense of (10)), since there is no current option to buy information, and hence the customer cannot (retrospectively) reduce her disappointment in case of lying by taking another choice.
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At the same time, all potential signaling effects of the customer's observed choice in PCT remain the same as in CCT. Precisely, if the advisor reacts to the customer's (fixed) preferences as revealed by her behavior, it should not matter whether this information stems from her behavior in the current or that in the previous round. Therefore, if the previously established positive correlation between the customer's unchosen outside option and the conditional lying rate was driven by some kind of signaling/selection effects, it should be observed in both PCT and CCT. At the same time, if this correlation was rather caused by the sharing of guilt induced by the (current) customer's choice of In, then this effect should not be observed in PCT while it should arise in CCT.
Results
The results for the lying rate in CCT replicate the previously established effect of guilt sharing, as manifested by the regression results in Table 3 (columns 1 and 2). In particular, the coefficient on the cost of information is significantly negative both with and without control for second-order beliefs. In stark contrast, the customer's outside option, foregone in the previous round, has no significant effect on the lying rate in PCT, with the effect, if at all, pointing even in the opposite direction (see Table 3 , columns 3 and 4).
The results for the customer's behavior in CCT largely follow the observations in CT in Experiment 1 (see Table 4 ). The rate of In increases with the cost of information, while the conditional first-order beliefs of (self-)selected customers decrease. Advisors' second-order beliefs also tend to follow a decreasing pattern with respect to c in PCT, and to a lesser extent in CCT (see Table 4 ).
We conclude that the previously established positive effect of the customer's unchosen outside option on the rate of lying was not driven by signaling/selection effects. Instead, this effect reveals itself only if the customer makes an explicit (trusting) choice in the current interaction, which, as our theory suggests, allows to reallocate responsibility for the final outcome to the customer. 
Conclusion
Our study provides empirical support for our model of guilt sharing in strategic communication. Our laboratory game allows advisors to assign a part of their responsibility for the final outcome to customers who, in turn, could have avoided being deceived by acquiring information on their own. Making the customers' information acquisition less costly led to more responsibility shifting and less prosocial behavior of the advisors. The effect cannot be explained by standard models of reciprocity, belief-or outcome-dependent preferences, but is consistent with a new model of shared causal attribution of guilt, which builds on earlier work on guilt aversion.
Our study suggests that, as the information age makes it easier for people to get informed, say, about product quality, competitors' prices or seller trustworthiness, people are made more accountable for their choices, which may reduce others' responsibilities to take care. At the same time, our study may inform firm policies and consumer protection regulation, such as in Internet markets or the market for financial advice, by pointing out unintended negative consequences of reducing consumers' need to rely on human experts, which might mitigate the latter's responsibility to behave in a trustworthy manner.
Further research can be done to accommodate more complex structural characteristics of advice situations. For instance, one can investigate whether the effect of guilt sharing is retained by partial information acquisition on the side of the customer, after which he still has to consult an advisor. Another relevant question is whether the effect is robust to reputational concerns of the advisor in repeated interactions. From the methodological perspective, it remains an open question whether our concept of shared guilt is applicable to a broader class of trust games, e.g., to the games analyzed by Charness and Rabin (2002) . Besides, it would be worthwhile to to disclose their prior outside option to the trustee).
Our concept of shared guilt suggests a new perspective on the effect of increased informational transparency in the economy, and on how responsibility and blame can be shared in strategic interactions. Given its success in organizing our and others' laboratory evidence, our framework might prove to be useful for developing further applied models involving communication and trust.
In this case, ̂ * increases with if
This generalizes the condition on the intensity of second-order belief updating required to yield the positive correlation between the value of the customer's foregone outside option and the lying rate.
Appendix B: Experimental instructions (translated from German) Experiment 1
Welcome to our experiment! You are now participating in an experiment in which you can earn money. Your total payoff depends on your own decisions and those of the other participants. Please refrain from now on from talking and looking at other participants' screens. If you have any questions, please raise your hand. We will come to your place and answer your question as soon as possible. During the experiment you will interact with other participants. The identity of the other participants will not be revealed to you. Likewise, your identity will not be revealed to the other participants. These instructions are identical for all participants.
Before the experiment begins, you will be assigned the role of either the "advisor" or the "customer". This role will be retained during the entire experiment.
The experiment consists of 25 rounds. In every round, each advisor is matched to a new customer. The matching in every round is random.
In every round, the computer randomly draws a "secret" number between 1 and 100 for each participant pair. Each number has the same chance of being drawn. The advisor learns the drawn number at the beginning of each round but the customer does not. The customer's task is to guess the "secret" number. The payoffs of both players depend on whether the customer's guess is correct or false, and are as follows (in "game points"):
Points Advisor Points Customer
The customer's guess is correct 14 14
The customer's guess is false 17 4
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In some rounds, the customer can acquire information about the secret number only from his advisor. In the other rounds, the customer has an additional option to acquire information about the secret number by himself (without his advisor). However, this information is not free and costs to the customer 2, 4, 6 or 8 points. Both participants are informed at the beginning of each round whether or not the customer can acquire information about the secret number and how much it costs. If the customer decides to acquire information, the actual secret number is revealed to him. The information costs are then subtracted from his payoff for the round. If the payoff is not sufficient to cover the information costs, his final payoff for the round is 0 points.
If the customer decides to proceed without buying information from the computer or if this option is not available, the advisor must send to the customer a message in the following form:
"The secret number is …"
The advisor can transmit any possible number independently of the actual number.
After the customer has bought information or has received a message from his advisor, he has to make a guess. At the very end of the round, each participant learns how many points he and his fellow player received in this round. Additionally, the customer learns the actual number which was observed by the advisor.
At the end of the entire experiment, one of the 25 rounds is randomly chosen for payment.
The same round is chosen for all participants. For the payout, 1 point equals to one euro.
Additionally, you always receive 2.50 euro for showing up.
After signing the receipt, you will receive your payoff in cash.
At the end of the experiment, we will also ask you to answer a short questionnaire on your computer.
Please click the button "Done" once you have read and understood the instructions.
Experiment 2
Welcome to our experiment! You are now participating in an experiment in which you can earn money. Your total payoff depends on your own decisions and those of the other participants. Please refrain from now on from talking and looking at other participants' screens. If you have any questions, please raise your hand. We will come to your place and answer your question as soon as possible. During the experiment you will interact with other participants. The identity of the other participants 28 will not be revealed to you. Likewise, your identity will not be revealed to the other participants. These instructions are identical for all participants.
The experiment consists of 26 rounds. In every round, each advisor is matched to a new customer. The matching in every round is random. The matching ensures that the same advisor and customer never interact with each other in two successive rounds.
The advisor is immediately notified whether his customer has bought information.
Additionally, the advisor learns whether the customer bought information in the previous round (while he was assigned to a different advisor).
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At the end of the entire experiment, one of the 26 rounds is randomly chosen for payment.
